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INTRODUCTION 
This century, the COMPUTER has re mrld of science 
(and indeed humanity in general) like r 2. The invention 
of semiconductor technology in part1 webpments of 
computational methodologies, set the stage tor this unprecedented 
integration I ilities amongst which are: 

Pm g which allows the use of computers without or with 
very little ~~ I I I~ I I  ~rllervention once operations have commenced. 

mputational anal) 
ordprocessing am 
3tabases and filing system- 
raphics including presentai 
formation network services. 

Furthermore, the computer is known to offer clearly a world-wide 
processing capability with respect to scientific design, simulation, control 
and prediction; it is a veritable mechanism for informatbn gathering, 
processing, dissemination, planning, I nent, and a versatile tool 
for interaction among people. In additiii ?d in literally every human 
activity regardless of geographical loc :e, religion, sex or creed. 
The computer also represents one of the most successful illustrations of 
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The history of what i cognized as computers is just about half a 
century OM. The earl ters were the first computatioqal machines 
that could be readily pluyrat~jmed and the first to work with the lightning 
speed of electronics. Someti ~rred to as dlnosaura, they were 
large, one-of-a-kind machine devoted to scientific and military 
uses. This indicates that they were aevebped essentially fortheir number 
crunching capability (CampbelCKelly & Aspray, 1996). The modem 
computer, that is, the electronic digital computer, is a direct product of 
World War II when the need arose for improvement in the speed of 
computational machineries. Even though the basic functional 
specificationsof the computer has remained essentially unchanged since 
about 1945, there has been constant and extraordinarily rapid innovation. 
particularly in terms of COMPONENTS and MODE OF OPERATION. 
The innovation has caused the COMPUTER to witness continuous 
shrinking in see (miniaturization), faster processing speed, increasing 
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complexity in density, greater storage capacity, improved reliability, 
reductic 2. improved fault-tolerance, of novel applications, 
etc. Th mia as well as industry he iistently been in the 
vangua se innovations which have are still causing, and 
are Setiu CNIIUIILK~ to cause outstanding impact on humanity. I am inclined 
to belibve, andomay even venture to say convinced, that God's biggest 
gift to the world this 2Uth Century is the computer. 

4 Pqfessor Richard Lawrence Grimsdale, who initiatedme into 
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respect of professionalism in Information Technology. To I 
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ion with a My journey into the interesting world of thi! bus device started in 
1971 in this yery University as a final year aduate student. This 
contact was through some sort of extra-mural programme (evening 
classes) in FORTRAN programming. The journey then continued through 
a stint at the University College, London, in the United Kingdom, where 
I landed, so to say, right at the deep end of simulation activities using 
FORTRAN with respect to studies on tropospheric scattering in my bid 
to earn an M.Sc. degree. The next port of call was the then Radio and 
Space Research Station (now Appleton Laboratov) at Slough, United 

.Kingdom, where I not only continued with advanced simulat 
es 

but got into the then new technique of digitization of images. in 
the course of research studies conducted in South East En! a 
Postgraduate Trainee Engineer, on the scattering of radio signals by 
rainfall : 'ave frequency of about 36 GHz. Thereafter, I embarked 
upon PC be most eventful and exciting part of my professional 
journey, rlarnely, in the Sdlool of Engineering and Applied Sciences, 
University of Sussex, Falmer. United Kingdom, where I would spend 
three years and ten months as a research student. In.S;rssex, I was 
privileged to have trained under a distinguished Electronic Engineer and 
an accomplished computer professional, Professor Richard Lawrence 
Grimsdale, who inddentally, is from the original stable of British inventors 
of the MU5 computer. His th~rough tuition and supervision as well as his 
challeng ,n of my tutelage under him 
about tvu 'constant inspiration in my 
academi n an active researcher and 
practitioner anal boo v-""lo, I hor t to 
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THE TITLE 
Perhaos the most pertinent 1 

s of this lo next is in the titlc 
of my ac 

. . 
to explai 
ihlighb -- c 

thing to c . - 

lectu;, since it is intended to depict the hi! ademic 

a dedge. The thrust of my research efforts n computing 
bt n of applied computing, especially in the areas of 
Ptweaal I 11 hat are scientific rather than anything else, e.g. 
commercial. The sub-title is an entreaty to employ (or is it explop) the 
potentials of the ubiquitous computer to overcome, in accordance with 
systematic and accurate procedures, any obstacle (real or merely 
perceived) such that broad segments of our existence are reshaped 
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The rest of this lecture, which aeals mosrty wrm my vanuua un ILII~U~~OW, 
have been organit my four main are esearch 
eff orb: 

I: Digital System uesign and Mi~r~pr&essur-uaa=~  stems 
I. Electronic Commi 
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S. computi! rl,rl e func 
t e basic fi 
by me ua government smut 194!5, the functional unm nave rematma 
largely the same despite the constant rapid changes in computer 
hardware, software and communications technologies, across all 
categories of computers, including the newest and easily the most 
popular: the MICROCOMPUTER, otherwise known as the PERSONAL 
COMPUTER. The schematic is depicted in the diagram on the screen 
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The MIC3OPROCESSOR, a mlcmelectmnic digital device, is right at 
the heart of any personal computer. It can be conceived of as a Central 
Processing Unit (CPU) usually on a single Integrated Circuit (IC). 
Otherwise k m  a Microprocessing Unit (MPU), the single IC normally 
contains the Arithmetic Loaic Uriit (ALU) and the Control Unit (CU). 
E ral-purpc lrated chip 
t 

1 which generates the sene fmm the cockpi is of utmost Importance in 
providing the trainec realism and an indication of the 
response of the aircl 1. 

3 with a ! 
raft to thc 
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z control: 

1 Until recently, the Image has been generated by a televisbn camera 
1 traversing a large terrain model in sympathy with the calculated flight 

' I  path. The large size of the model, the limited depth of field and other 
I problems restrict the usefulness and flexblity of this system. The indushy 

/ therefore needed to mwe towards eompfler generated visual diplays, 
1 first with night-landing systems in which the image is mainly point light 

, sources. Later there was considerable interest in the generatbn cf dpu 
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The micropmessor, since its development (about 196%1971), has 
witnessed dramatic developments (improvements) such as: 

Increasing complexity (density) c 
Minimum feature (physical size, minimization) 
Speed of operation increase (current speed is - 3-601 Id 

by extrapolation over time, should be about - 10 GHz by 20 
, Clearly, the micr b le  and invaluable 

processing camp th its technology to 
date making av, iludule and common-place 
facilities 

ie scene 
0 MHz ar 
101 f 

The Sussex computer tirapnlcs uroup, wnn funds from me: a 
Research Council (SRC), U.K. (Akinde et al, 1977h (Akinde, 1980), 
worked on the problem of computer generated visual'display of day- 
time scenes which resulted in a system to generate mbur images in 

1 sympathy with the flight path from a stored model. The 
number of special-purpose processors of a novel desa 
conventional minicamputer. Each of the special-purp 
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' Wireless communications (includingvision apart from cellular 
phones and other GSM devices) 

0 Dgital imaging 
Diverse Web ap 
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ed on the we the . . ! dwebp echnque El 
desired performance with minimum hardware requirement rnls conrrasrs 
sharply with the extensive hardware commitment of other systems. The 
generation of the image in a novel way albws some of the problems 
associated with compute~generated imagesto beavemme in a ram--- 
le an was done previously. 
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DIGITAL SYSTEMS DESIGN, COMPUTER ARC1 
MICROPROCESSOR-BASED SYSTEMS 

IRE AND licated th 

I C~rn~uttrr ~ = r a r ; d  images hold enormous potentials for q m e  .-.-, 
of human endeavours. A common bottle neck is the speed of computatbn, 
especially for dynamic situations. The conventional microprocessor was 
employed in the design and implementatbn of a novel Transformation 
Processor, specifically for performing rotation, transhtbn a d  pers 
transformation of 3-D real objects to obtain their 2-0 persl 
equivalent for display on 2-D visual systems. The speed of op 
was just adequate for use in dynamic situations, as can be found in flight 
simulators. However, with the inventbn of the bi-she micropmessor, 
employed by (Akinde, 1988), in the design of the Transformatbn 
Processor, the folbwing advantages were obtained: 

Increase in speed 

The thrust of my effort in this area of applied computing is on designing 
fast, efficient and cheap digital systems to sdlve contemporary sc. jntifb 
problems. The late 1960s and the first half of the decade of the 1970s 
witnessed a surge in air traffii. A challenge of this period, dnsequently, 
was for pilots to be well trained in order to not only sustain the usual high 
standard of s a f e t y c h r  of air travel, but to even imprwe upon 
existing standards. In addition, there was a clearly perceived need tc 
subdue high aircraft operating costs. Ground-based simulation thus 
became an attractive, even preferable, ahnative to in-flight training. 
Modern simulators with cabin instruments, motion and sound effects, 
provide a realistic environment for the pilot, while the visual system, 





digital watches, video games, etc.. but even a more prominent one in been a commensurate growth on software for PCs with harcdware growth. 
industrial autOmatiOn, monitoring, test, interface and medical equipment. could be stated that the history of computing overthe past two decades 
Pernaps the most outstanding impact of the microprocessor is its role is the history of the PC. The development has simply k e n  phenomenal 
as the launching ~ 8 d  for the micrwomputer revolution which the bringing in its trail a manlage between computers and communications. 
has been witnessing these past 15 years. 

COMPUTER CONNECTIVITY AND NEW 
Dr. Francis Ogwu in his research project for an M.Sc. degree in burrrpuler 
Science under my supervision in 1985 carried out studies on the use of 
a microprocessor kit, the MCS-85, as a front-end controller in a 
Communication System. The result of studies on a generalized computer 
communication system with rather limited capabilities was presented i~ 
an umpublished report (Akinde & Ogwu, 1987~). The technique employec 
devolved the communication functions from the main computer systen 
to a simole microprocessor kit which win handle all the or 
f of: 

identific 
'unctions 

users 
data formatting 
data (user servic 

We further proposed an appropriate interface I 
system and the MCS-85 microprocessor kit. 

between. the main 

The microcomputer, otherwise known as the PEHSONAL COMPUTER 
(PC), was a scentific novelty until the close of the decadk of the 1970s. 
In (Campbell-Kelly & Aspray, 1996) the PC is referred to as the result 
of a rlch interplay of cuItum1 forces and commercial I~emsts. Of 
course the MICROPROCESSOR has been the enabling technology, 
offering the irresistible allurement of drastic reduction in the price of the 
central processor, against the minicomputer where the most expensive 
part - the Central Processing Unit (CPU), remained much too costly. By 
the mid 1980s, the PC had virtually succeeded in sending the 
minicomputer to a pmnature death and confined it to museums and 
amhlves. Whether the old mll8We 
similar fate is yet to be determined. 

mainfrar ne comp uters will 
- - 

I suffer a 

A clear trend is that the PC has made computingkomputer power 
available to ordinary peopk where and when it is needed. Today, the 
amfiguration of a selfcantained typewriter-like box, equiped with a screen 
and keyboard and complemented with disk storage (floppy, hard and 
compact disk), is widespread and common place. ~ncidentally, there has 

I have, in the course of my academic incursion into this field, fc 
the thinking that connectivity among computers holds potent 
enhancing the capabilities of such computers. This is the idea commonly 
referred to as NETWORKING. Thus, my dontributions in this sphere of 
knowledge (of computer connectivity and networks) have been made 
essentially through indigenous projects with a vlew to establishing 
technical and managerial st 
computer-based networks. 

andards for natio n-wide d ata hand 

)Ilowed 
ials for 
----La 

( As a result of a perceived scientific challenge to maximize the 
limited coniputer facilities common in Nigerian communities b 
the era of minicomputers (up to about the mid 1980s) and We erne 

) of microcomputers, we set ourselves to solve another scientific promem 

1 to greatly enhance the capabilities of a minicomputer by judiciously 
interfacing it with a microcomputer. This arrangement allowed a 
processing element/board which would otherwise have been queued 
up, in the event of the minicomputer's capacity being excebded, to be 
easily shed onto the microcomputer. We (Akinde & ~ehindh, 1987), in 
response to the challenging circumstances of inadequate computer 
facilities in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at the 
Obafemi Awolowo U'niversity, Ile-lfe, in the 1980s, and with funds from 
the University Research Committee (URC), designed an interface by 
employing the simplex current loop method, to link a Data General 
ECLIPSE GI 50 minicomputer to an Apple II microcomputer. lt was found 
that enormous flexibility was conferred on the minicdmputer by 
preprograr ; INPUT1 ' opefatic nming ik OUTPUl 

with sorr 

t rather 
etween 
!rgence . . 

e URC, 
i .. ~ ~ 

t In another errun, and again le financi 
we (Akinde & Ajayi, 1987a) identified the inevitability of me mmaucaon 

r into this University, of an Integrated Information System, pmferably in 
the setting of Local Area Networks, termed the IFEVARSITY Local Area 
Network (IFEVARSITY LAN). The preliminary investigation conducted 
was a detailed analysis of the possible connecting cnedia aptions. This 
was borne out of a &sire to keep the cost of the proposed FEVARS!N 
LAN low. The study resulted in highlighting the advantages and 
drawbacks of each connecting medium considered and makinq deGnita 
recommendation on cost with respect tothe implementation of University 
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unresolved methods. Simulation studies of the ARS design showed that 
the Point-To-Point (PTP) technique of trackingARS is preferred to the 
Prc 11 Integral (PIA) mt 

' I 
87) and 
gs of the 
-1 - 

?th0d, for payload I In (Akinde & Osol (Akinde & Osofisan, 1994a), we 
reported the reseal first research studies in respect of 
the design and $pet;~~rr;a~ur~ WI a wrnputer-based data handling national 
network for Nigeria. With the convergence of computers and 
tetecommunications, a revolutionary trend has been set in motion with 
enormous potentials for tremendous changes in the modes of informalion 
and data handling ncrt only on a national scope, but also on an international 
scope. The &rent Gbbal Information Society,also known as the Global 
Knowledge Society, has enhanced the importance of information and 
knowledge management and dissemination. The lecturer. more than 10 
years ago, perceived the need and demand for relia efficient 
national computer networks especially for data handlip lnication 
purposes in Nigeria. We (Akinde & Osofisan, 1994a) proposed a 
methodology for the design of a muttiiaccess computer network whose 
scope of coverage is Nigeria A hierarchical method was employed for 
the control of the network. Specifications of the relevant parameters of 
the network, christened Nlgerian NETwork (NINET), were proposed. A 
complementary operating system for NINET, designated Nlgerian 
Network Operating System (NINOS), was recommended. The structure 
a fiitions of NINO! 
A lo, 1995~). 

- varying I 

Wt, ,vywu & Akinde, 1995a), reported the actual desiqn of a Prislllalrr. 
Joint Robot System based on the exper I 

I 
efforts. Robot Systems offer enormoi I 
especially in the heavy mechanical prouut.1~1 I : ? 

I 

systematic treatment of the use of a microprocessor specifically in I 
providing accurate and reliable control for a class of prismatic joint robots. 

I 
I 

The NewtokEuler and Langrange formulation of equations with respect I 
I 

to the kinematic of the robot for an open-loop chain were developed. A 
I simulation of an Adaptive Robot System trajectory was also undertaken, 

and it confirmed the reliability and accuracy of our design which is still 

Y awaiting appropriate exploitation for developmen' 
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INFORMATICS EDUCATION, POLICY AND H 4TlCS 
Nigeria, with its expanding economy, aggressive IJUSII less LYII I I~L~,  highly 
active educational stance and a rather delicate political state, has 
suddenly come to the realization that the COMPUTER is capable of 
bringing significant benefits to her citizens. At this juncture, permit me to 
say that the Computer has clearly evolved to be an indispensable tool 
for information processing. Thus, not only l a ~ e  organizations but virtually 
every organization now turn increasingly to the computer as the solution 
to their rieeds with respect to information collection, processing and 
communications needs. Even though the computerwas initially developed 
essentially for numbel crunching, its attributedpotentials as an equipment 
for data processing, accounting and office automation, principally with 
respect to wordprocessing and k e e ~  ness records, have for 
sometime now been recognized by groups. Consequently, 
computers are now widely installed as standard office equipment not 
only by large corporations but also in smaller offic retail 
establishments. 

nd specil 
dagunod 

3 have b~ een repo rted in dc 

INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION AND ROBOTImC 
T )ilities of the computer have been kn 
P for substantially enhancing the I 
thruugr~ lrle solution of a myriad of scientific proolens. even rnougn 
computer technology acceptance in industries was rather slow, its 
recognition as a basis for much faster and more dynamic growth in 
industrial output and safety has made it practically available for every 
industry. About the middle of the 1980s, I resalved to take a journey into 
the region of industrial automation for the Nigerian society. My contribution 
in this sphere of life is in the form of capacity building in order to exploit 
tt 
P 

own to hc 
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he capae 
otentials 
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comput ers to s udstanti We live in a world where the knowledge-base and business environment 
are constantly changing. Furthermore, Information Technology has 
witnessed such rapid changes that using computer hardware and 
software effectively now requires considerably less technical knowledge 
than hitherto was the case. Thus, the major hinaranceldrawback to 
effectively using the computer is not necessarily insufficient knowledge 
of the fundamentals, but rather the need for greater appreciation and 
understanding otthe role of Information and Communication Technology 
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In (Ogwu & Akinde, 1994b), (Ogwu & Akinde, 19944, we gave a detailed 
treatment of the specification and design of an Adaptive Robot System 
(ARS). A kinematic model for the trajectory of ARS for a Prismatic Joint 
type was developed v;ith equations of motion, for both the resolved and 



(ICT) in business as well as how the Computer can be applied to sohie 
business/administrative/ scientific problems. Suffice it to say that so 
phenomenal is the rate of computerization in Nigeria that it can rightly 
be described as experiencing a commendable upsurge in computing 
activities that are capable of bringing significant benefits to Niaerians. 
P ( facet of contemporary lil 
tl this trend include: 

computer should be recognized as a national resource, just 
like electricity, oil, etc. 

)us, there must be concerted effc )mote computing at the 
~propriate level of our educational , that is, primary or/and 
lcondary school levels, and thereby aqulp ~ r d  nation's youths to better 

fat iallenges of living in the twenty first century. To this end, 
st1 !gardless of age, must be given more computing power; the 
CO lcational level, that is primary or/and secondary, need to be 
resolved. Ordinarily, I am inclined to support the view to introduce such 
basic skill as informatics in the primary school level, with the opportunity 
of correcting any mistakes in the secondary school level, rather than at 
the secondary school level, with very slim chances of rectifying mistakes. ' 
However, the financial implication of introducing informatics education 
at the primary school level does not make it an attractive option given 
the continuously dwindling economic fortune of Nigeria, and the reality 
of the many competing projects for the nation's limited funds. Thus, at 
least for some time to come, informatics education as far as Nigeria is 
concerned, should be introduced at the secondary schoal level, with the 
major objective of putting more computing F: o the hands of 
students in the classroom. In (Akinde, 1995), 1 e sd major factors 
and issues for an enduring philosophy for informauw eaudation in Nigeria. 
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In rne ~ g n t  of the torego~ng, a Talr proponwn of my acrwe proresslonai 
computing effort, spanning ! !nty-seve 
at policy issues on: 

!n years c )r SO, was 

informatics education in general, a1 
health informatics in particular. 
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Between 1 987 and 1 989, on the platform of me Computer Association 
of Nigeria (COAN), which by divine permission, I have the privilege to 
serve as the current National President, I made some input into the 
production of a National F'olicy on Computer Education. Infact, I served 
as the Chairman of the Training Committee of the Federal Ministry of 
Education, in charge of the implementation of certain recommendations 
of the National Policy. The national service afforded me the opportunity 
of making contributions to the curriculum for computer education at the 
secondary education level as well as the writing of the manual used on 
the Train-the-Trainers Scheme. 

For the purposes of emphasis, I must state again that computers 
have a most pervasive social influence on society in that they are known 
to change society, pbs, otganeatbn, and people. It is therefore important 
that for Nigeria, her nationals must be given sufficient knowlec 
able to meaningfully enhance their productivity through th 
computers. This conviction is based on the following premise: 

Of special r e enormity of the I re COMPUTER 
holds out fa 11th sector especially In aeveloplng (or is it science- 
poor?) countries, given the particularly high medical specialistlpatient 
ratio. Health Informatics, that is, the science of computer application in 
healthcare delivery: has impacted the health field through ELEHEALTH 
systems, by employing computer systems and 
in the following areas includir 
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University Teaching Hospitals Complex (OAUTHC), Ile-lfe, F nd 
the Computing Centre, Universrty of Kuoppio, Kuoppio, Finlana. I owards 
the close of the 1980s some interest was generated in the use of computer 
technology in healthcare in Nigeria. The expectation was that computer 
usage in healthcare delivery would allow for rapid, accurate storage and 
retrieval of all medical information especially in health institutions. Some 
apprehension however, was expressed specifically as to the likelihood 
of the computer taking over people's jobs. Such fears were however 
relieved early in the decade of the 1990s when a functional Health 
lnformation System (HIS) was installed and sustained at the OAUTHC, 
Ile-lfe. The said HIS which was found to be reliable, efficient and helpful 
owes its sustenability in the main, to the cornmkndable commitment of 
the OUATHC Management support for the project. Among the benefits 
derivable from the HIS are the following: 

Workshop on Health Informatics in Africa (HELINA '93) was inaugurated 
here at the Conference Centre of Obafemi Awolowo University. Ile-lfe. I 
had the singular privilege of serving as the Chairman of the Organizing 
Committee. The second lnternational Workshop in Health Informatics in 
Africa (HELINA '96) came up in 1996 in Johannesburg, South Africa. In 
(Akinde, Soriyan & Makanjuola, 1996a) and (Akinde, Soriyan & 
Adagunodo, 1996b), we discussed issues regarding the funding and 
sustenance of Health Manal on Systems for : 
countries and the formulatiol for Medical lnfon 
Education in Developing Cc vely. We are c u ~  
engaged in studies in the partlclpatory metnoa of lnformation Sy 
Development as they pertain to health 
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...lAL n- In addition, I sewed as the World H ~ ~ I L I I  VrYdl l lLd l lU l l  WIISUIL~IIL I U ~  

Nigeria and Ghana in respect of Requirements Collection and Analysis 
(RCA) on the Cooperative lnformation Network for Professionals in Africa 
(COPINE Project) in 1996.1 also served as a Commonwealth Expert on 
the Curriculum Development and the commencement c 
Commonwealth M.Sc. degree in Computer Science at the N: 
Universitv of Science and Technoloav, Bulawavo. Zimbabwe, ir, IJ- 
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,ed productivity in 
ed efficiency 
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institutions world-wide. 
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In (AKlnae, 1985), ( ~ ~ l n a e ,  1986a), (AKlnae ac Aaagunoao, IL,,,,, 
(Akinde & Njoku, 1990b), (Akinde, 1991b), (Akinde, 1992), (A 
1994d), we offered proposals for pollcy issues with respect to the 
computer as a modern technique in elections, cultural promotion 
age of computers, computer literacy and awareness as well as computer 
utilization in teaching, for L x a l  Governments, and in National Agricuttural 
lnformation Management Systems for the Nigerian society. Thoughts 
were also given to the general social impacts of computers as well as to 
~~thical, legal and organizational issues in respect of cc 
and misuse, specifically for the Nigerian society. 

,kin*, 
use of 
in the 

The Fed1 
a World 

era1 Ministry of Health in Nigeria, like many otl !d 
Health Organisation (WHO) sponsored glo h strategy 

termed ~ e a f i h  forAllby the Year20OOAD. To date, the Federal Ministry 
of Health, even though it has dcmor ;ome interest in, and support 
for, Health Informatics, needs to bc ggressive and consistent in 
her promotion of Health Informatics purennals particularly at the Primary 
Health Care (PHC) level. In (Soriyan, Akinde, Farewo, Adekunle, 
Orisatoberu & Korpela, 1996b), we reported our experiences and 
enumerated future plans in respect of a hospital information system which 
employed the Mumps Technology (M Technology) for the OAUTHC, 
Ile-lfe, Nigeria. The Joint Hospital Project, as the collaborative research 
project was designated, I am pleased to announce, has been a much- 
needed catalyst for a take-off of health informatics activities in Nigeria 
and Africa. This project gave birth to a series of National Conferences 
on Computers in Health Cam Management, here in Ile-lfe, in 1992 
and 1995. Perhaps its major achievement is the institution of an African 
regional body of Health Informatics people. In 1993, the first International 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOB ~ O N S  
As an academic, I believe there 13 r lu  limit to m! 
for MAN, ENVIRONMENT and TECHNOLOGY. I nus, In me pasrn.-. .., 
seven years or so since becoming a University graduate, I have always 
espoused an academic and professional philosophy/credo in respect of 
solving scientific problems with the COMPUTER. I have adopted a flexible 
approach which introduces technical ~nagerial 
techniques with a view to making the ige base 
computer engineering in particular, ar ~ t e r  scie~ 
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Mr. Vice-Chancelbr sir, it is in the light of the f o r w i n g  that, with utmost 
humility but with profound professional conviction and I< IV iota 
of doubt, I make the fobwjng recommendations: 

available ANYWHERE, ANYTIME, as well as INCREASING THE 
BENEFITS for all invoked. Essentially, my research efforts have 
contributed to knowledge, playing the role of a catalytic agent, as an 
initiator of studies in nation-wide computer networks and a stimulator of 
projects and policies by applying the empowering technologies of digital 
electronics, telematics and robotics, especially with the ubiquitous 
computer as a vehicle. Consequently, given the dynamic nature of 
computer technology, the gbbalisatibn/internationalisation of computer 
applications and uses, as well as the pressure of the high cost of computer 
systems, I am mnvimed that there are compelling needs mt only to 
intensify the pmcess chain of RESEARCH ACTIVITIES with.respect to 
computer applicatbns, services and computer personnel training, but 
also to improve upon the existing levels. 

acking a! 

1. A National Information and Communications Technology 
Commission be established as a matter of URGENCY and cited 
in the Presidency. Its membership should include experts from 
aL- Government, the PrivateIBusiness Sector, Educational 

~titutions, and relevant professional bodies. Among the 
ectives that the Commissbn being pmposed will m r k  towards 

11 It: 

Ins 

are: 
to develop guidelines on how Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) can be employed to 
achieve and maintain economic, industrial and 

!thatbyt 
ns of con 

l believe he meglcalyear 2000 there will be some few hundreds 
of millio~ iputers in the world more than what obtains today and 
that there will be more personal computers than television sets. Ladies 
and gentlemen, it cannot be repeated often enough that mankind will 
depend more on the COMPUTER in the twenty-first century. It must be 
noted that human society is changing, such that old pbs  are disappearing 
while new ones are developing/appearing, all thmugh the instrumentality 
of the computer. Lack of computer skills will certainly constitute illiteracy 
in the twenty-first century. Therefore, basic computer training is 
necessary. To live meaningfully in the twenty-first century and beyond, 
it is crucial to learn how to use information and how to work lvlh it. Yes, 
the opportunities which the computer offers Nigeria in particular and the 
world in general are enormous, inc 

JM the jentify new appllcaruns UI 

can accrue to Govemmen 
,r too, from the use of ICT, 

ICT and 
ben 
nrirr 

efits that 
ate sectc 

d as well as the 

to devke, implement and monitor means OT promorlng 
greater awareness and literacy in the general public as 
well as to provide the opportunity for the pudlic to interact 
dirscZly with new technolopies and farm a 

 rec cia ti on of their capability 
a -  - 

and benc 

,, view of the perceived benetns or, me lncreaslng use c., -. .- 
lependence on ICT, government is being entreated, as a matter 
~f utmost urgency too, to improve the quality iof essential 
drastructures, including electricity, telecommunications and to 

wide a National GATEWAY to the 
al for a successful operation of corn 

luding: 

nd 
I communal commonalities. 

But then, the computer does pose some challenges to rnannlna. ror me 
Nigerian nation-state, especially as we march towards the year 2000, it 
is imperative for governments at all levels to be honest enough to accept 
that with respect to computer technology and com~uting, new 
communities will emerge and that it is expedient that Nigerian individuals 
are empowered appropriately. To this end, the powers that be in Nigeria 
will do well to be determined to face, and squarely too, the computer 
challenges for the future, which include accePtina INFORMATION as a 
civil right for all. Come the twenty-first centur) r barely 12 months 
away, NIGERIA cannot afford a secondcl, ety of oompute~ 
/Item¶&? and oarnprrlie~lllttemile people. 
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Undoubtedly, the computer holds much potential for humanity, not only 
with respect to soking scientific problems but also as a potent,.veritable 
.and invaluable tool that is capable of bringing a number of changes with 
far-reaching consequences, in the st md process uf business, 
administration, education, .engineeri arch, entertainme 
domestic issues. 
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